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DYNAMICS OF  STRUCTURED POPULAT IONS WITH 
INHERITED PROPERTIES  
G. F. WEBB 
Mathematics Department, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37235, U.S.A. 
Abstract--A mathematical model of an age-structured proliferating cell population isanalyzed. The model 
allows the inheritance of cycle length from mother cells to daughter cells. It is proved that the solutions 
have the property of asynchronous exponential growth provided the transition kernel of inheritance 
satisfies moothness and positivity requirements. The method of proof uses the theory of semigroups of 
operators and the theory of positive operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical models of structured populations are based upon physically observable 
differences of individual population members. The mathematical theory of these models has 
undergone rapid development in the past few years. Two important methodologies have con- 
tributed to the progress in this subject. The first has been the theory of semigroups of operators 
and the second has been the theory of positive operators. The purpose of this paper is to consider 
one aspect of this subject hat has yet received little rigorous mathematical treatment. This aspect 
is the analysis of inherited properties. The central theoretical problem is to determine conditions 
for the birth processes which allow inheritance of properties and which are compatible with 
observed ynamic behavior. 
Many models of structured population dynamics with inherited properties have been proposed, 
especially in cell biology. Many cell biologists believe that the inheritance of generation time is 
important in modeling proliferating cell populations. Models that assume that only a probabilistic 
rule governs cell division for each cell do not allow memory of generation time from one generation 
to the next. Inherited properties models do allow memory of generation time and among such 
models are the age-time and maturity-time models of proliferating cell populations with inherited 
cycle length of Lebowitz and Rubinow [1], Macdonald [2] and Rotenberg [3-5], and the age-time 
inherited properties models of Witten [6]. In this paper the inherited cycle length cell population 
model of Lebowitz and Rubinow [1] will be analyzed rigorously. The analysis of their model will 
serve to illustrate the application of operator theory to structured population models with other 
types of inherited properties. 
The Lebowitz-Rubinow model is based upon the assumption that the duration of the cycle from 
cell birth to cell division is determined at birth. In this view variability of cycle length results from 
variability of initial states of newborn cells. The initial states of newborn cells depend at least 
partially upon an inheritance from mother cells. Although it is a controversial point, there is 
considerable evidence to support he correlation of cycle lengths of mother and daughter pairs 
[7-10]. In the Lebowitz-Rubinow model one seeks a density n(a, l, t) for the population with 
respect o age a and cycle length l at time t. There is a minimum cycle length lj and a maximum 
cycle length/2. The total population at time t is 
ff2fon(a,l,t)dadl. 
1 
The variable l is hereditable and fixed at birth. The equations of the model are 
Dn(a,l,t)=-#(a,l)n(a,l,t), O<~a<~l,l)<~l<~12, t>~O, (1) 
n (0, l, t) = 2 k (1, Dn ([,/, t) d[, 1~ ~< l ~< 12, t/> 0, (2) 
d6 
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and 
n(a , l ,O)=ck(a , l ) ,  O<~a<<,l, 11<~l<<.12. (3) 
The notation Dn(a, l, t) in equation (1) means 
lim [n(a + h, l, t + h) - n(a, l, t)]/h. 
h~O + 
I fn is sufficiently smooth, then Dn(a, l, t) = n,(a, l, t) + n~(a, l, t). The term #(a, l) in equation (1) 
is the rate of cell mortality or cell loss due to causes other than division. The term k(l, 1) in equa- 
tion (2) is the transition kernel for distribution of cycle lengths from mother cells to daughter cells. 
The fraction of cells born from mother cells with cycle length [ that have cycle lengths between 
l~ and l~ is 
r, ~ k (l, [) dl. 
Since every daughter cell born from a mother cell with cycle length [must have some cycle length, 
the transition kernel must satisfy 
f/ 2 k (l, [) dl = 1. 1 
The factor 2 in equation (2) accounts for the division of each mother cell into two daughter cells. 
The term ~b (a, 1) in equation (3) accounts for the initially known distribution of cells. 
An important experimentally observed property of proliferating cell populations is their 
dispersion of various physical characteristics as time evolves. This property is known as 
asynchronous or balanced exponential growth. The property of asynchronous exponential growth 
can be given an operator-theoretic formulation: 
Definition 1.1 [I 1]. The strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators 
T(t ), t >t O, in the Banach space X has asynchronous exponential growth with intrinsic 
growth constant 20 e R provided there exists a nonzero finite rank projection P0 in X 
such that 
lim exp( -20t )T ( t )  = Po. 
l~oo  
Roughly speaking, asynchronous exponential growth occurs if 20 is a dominant eigenvalue of the 
infinitesimal generator of the semigroup T(t) ,  t >>. O. 
In Ref. [1] it is acknowledged that information about transition kernels for inherited property 
models is difficult to obtain. It is conjectured that one form for the transition kernel is 
k(l, D = r( l)  + c6(l - D, where 6 is the Dirac delta function and 0 ~< c ~< 1. If r( l)  = 0 and c = 1, 
then each daughter cell inherits exactly the cycle length of its mother cell. In this case asynchronous 
exponential growth of the population does not occur, since cells with shortest cycle length 
ultimately dominate. If c = 0, then there is no inheritance of cycle length, but asynchronous 
exponential growth does occur. In Ref. [12] the author proved asynchronous exponential growth 
for the average of these two extremes provided 0 < c < 1/2. The main purpose of this paper is to 
find general conditions for transition kernels k which are compatible with asynchronous ex- 
ponential growth. It will be proved that asynchronous exponential growth occurs provided that 
k satisfies certain smoothness and positivity conditions. These conditions on k allow both positive 
and negative correlations of mother--daughter cycle length pairs. The method of proof in this paper 
is similar to that in Ref. [12]. In Ref. [12] the theory of semigroups of linear operators in Banach 
spaces is employed and the special form of the transition kernel k is exploited to develop an explicit 
formula for the eigenvalues of the infinitesimal generator. In this paper the theory of semigroups 
of linear operators i  also employed, but the theory of positive operators i  used to analyze the 
eigenvalue problem for a general class of transition kernels k. The smoothness conditions required 
on k, however, do not allow delta functions of the form considered in Ref. [12]. 
The method of proof in this paper is based upon the following concepts and results from operator 
theory: 
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Definition 1.2 [13]. Let T(t), t >i 0, be a strongly continuous emigroup of bounded 
linear operators in the Banach space X with infinitesimal generator A. The essential 
growth bound of T(t), t >t O, is 
COl(A) = lim log{~[T(t)]}/t 
t~oo 
(where ~[ ] is the measure of noncompactness). The peripheral spectrum of A is 
g0(A) = {2l ~ a(A): Re 21 = sup{Re 2:2 e a(A)}}. 
Proposition 1.1 [11]. Let T(t), t>>.O, be a strongly continuous semigroup of 
bounded linear operators in the Banach space X with infinitesimal generator A. T(t), 
t t> 0, has asynchronous exponential growth with intrinsic growth constant 20 iff 
(1) COl(A) < 20, (2) go(A) = {20} and (3) 20 is a simple pole of the resolvent function 
(2 I -  A) -1 . 
Definition 1.3 [14, 15]. Let K be a positive bounded linear operator in the Banach 
lattice X. Kis nonsupporting provided that for every x e X+ - {0} and x* e X* - {0} 
there exists an integer N such that for n >1 N, (x*, Knx) > O. 
Proposition 1.2 [14, 15]. Let K be a positive nonsupporting bounded linear operator 
in the Banach lattice X and let the spectral radius r (K) be a pole of the resolvent 
function (21-  K) i. (1) r(K)> 0 and r(K) is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of 
K. (2) There exists x ~X+-  {0} such that Kx = r(K)x and (x*, x )> 0 for every 
x*~X*-{0} .  (3) There exists x*EX* -{0}  such that K*x*=r(K)x*  and 
(x*, x )  > 0 for every x ~ X+ - {0}. 
2. THE SEMIGROUP OF OPERATORS 
Let 0 <~/i < 12 and let F = {(a, l): 0 ~< a ~< l, Ii ~< l ~< 12}. Assume the following hypothesis: 
k is continuous from 
[ll,12] x [ll,12] to [0, oo), k(l , , f )=k(12,f)=O, Vfe[ll,12], k(l,[)>O, V[e(ll,12) 
and 
ff = k (l, l) dl = 1, Vf e [l,, 12 ]; (4) I 
/~ is continuous from F to [0, oo). (5) 
Let X be the Banach space 
{ 4~: q~ is continuous from F to R, 4~ (a, ll)=-0, ¥a E [0, ld, 
It t' 
4,(a,%)=0, Vae[O, 6] and 4~(0,1)=2 k(l , f )4(f , i )df ,  
I 
Let 
Vl ~ [/i,12] }. 
F l (a ,b , l )=exp l - f f#(c , l )dc  1, O <<. b <~ a <<. l, 11<-.. l <...12. 
As in Ref. [12] the method of characteristics may be used to solve equations (1)-(3). Suppose 
that ~ e X and define B#: [0, ~)  × [ll, 12] ~ • by B~(t, l) = n(O, l, t). The solution of equations 
(1)-(3) has the representation 
n(a, l , t )=~II(a,O, l )Bc~(t-a, l ) ,  a <t, 
(I-l(a, a - t, l)dp(a - t, 1), a >1 t, 
(6) 
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where Bo satisfies 
B~(t, l) = 
~1 
12 
2 k ( l , [ ) I I ( [ , / - t ,  D05([-t ,  Dd[, t<~l,, 
I 
2 k(l,/)Fl(/,O,/)B~(t - [ , [ )d :  
I 
+ 2 "k(l, [)II(L [ -  t,[)05([- t,i) d[, 




Proposition 2.1. (1) Let 05~X. There exists a unique continuous function 
n: F x [0, oo) ~ ~ satisfying equations (1)-(3). If 05 >~0 on F, then n ~>0 on 
F x [0, oo). (2) The family of operators T(t), t ~0,  in X defined by 
T(t)05(a, l )= n(a, l, t) is a strongly continuous emigroup of bounded linear oper- 
ators in X. (3) If t ~> 12, then T(t) is compact in X. 
Proof. The proof of points (1) and (2) is very similar to the proof of Propositions 2.1 and 
3.1, respectively, in Ref. [12] and is therefore omitted. To prove point (3) it suffices to show that 
if fi ~> 12 and M is a bounded set in X, then {T(fi)05:05 ~ M} is an equicontinuous set of functions 
on F. From systems (6) and (7) this equicontinuity will follow if we can show that B~,(t, 1) is 
equicontinuous for t ~ [t~ - /2 ,  t~], l ~ [l~,/:] and 05 e M. The equicontinuity in l follows from the 
formula 
B~(t , l )=2 k( l , i )Hd,  O , i )B~(t - l , l )d l .  
The equicontinuity in t then follows from the formula 
I 
t -  l 1 
B, ( t , l )= 2 k( l , t  -u)B4,(u,t -u )du .  
J t  l 2 
Proposition 2.2. The infinitesimal generator A of T(t), t >1 O, is A05 = -05a-/~05, 
D(A) = {05 ~ X: 05~ + U05 6 X}. 
Proof. Let 05 ~ X. Suppose first that 
lim [T(t)05 - 05]/t 
t~0 + 
exists in X. By system (6) this limit must be -(05, + #05). Suppose next that 05a +/t05 ~ X. If l~ = 0, 
0<t</2 ,  and 0<a<t ,  then 
[T(t)05](a, l) - 05(a, l) + 05a(a, l) + p(a, l)05(a, l) 
t 
Fl (a, O, l)Bc,(t - a, l) - 05(a, l) ] 
= + 05a(a, 1) + p(a, l)05 (a, l) 
I t 
[f = n(a,O,l) 2k(l, Dn([,O, DB~(t -a - [ , [ )d [  t l 
f '2 1[ 1 + 2k(l, D I I ( [ , [ - t+a , [ )05( [  t+a , [ )d [  + 05(0, l ) -05(a, l )  - + 05.(a, 11 t - -a  a 
)1 'I, + 05(a, 1)-05(0, l) --05a(0, l) - t  2k(l,[)05(l,l)dl a 
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(t -- a~F ft22k(l ' l)(~b,([, 1) + #(/, [)~b (/, Dd l -  #(0, l)~b (0, l)] + #(a, l)~b (a, l) 
+ \ t / L  J,, 
_q {/7 (a~0, l)f,:-a 2k(l, 1)//([, 0, D[Be(t-a-l. 1)-alp (1, 1)] dl} 
} 
a f? [ ] -- "Jr- (])a(~ 1) df + ~T)  ( ,0,1)  -a2k(l' f)//(Y,l t +a,D ~(l t +a,D-rk([,Dt --a 
'a ')l+ ') a a 
+ //(a,O,l) 2k (l, T)//(f, O, 7)4~ ([, f) j _  7 2k(l, f)q~(f, [) d 
t 1 i 
+ #(0' l)~b(0' 11 + t a _a2k(l, l l / / ( [ , f - t  + a, T)~b(/,/) dT 
+{(~)S ,~2.2k( l ' [ ) [ / / ( l ' [ - t+a ' [ ) - l+#([ ' f ) l  
[ ;? + - / / (a ,O , l )  2k ( l , f )n ( f ,Y - t+a, f )¢ . ( f , f )d f  --a 
-~ (~'~);tl2_a2k(l,f)~)a(f'f)d~'~-[(~ "~) fl?--a2k(l,Y)~'~(Y,Y)~)(~f)dY3 
+[(~)~,?-"2k(l,[)r~.([,T)d[]+[#(a,l)dp(a,l)-#(O,l)dp(O,l)] . 
Thus, in this case 
lim {[T(t)~b l(a, l) - qb (a, l)}/t = -~.(a, l) - #(a, l)~ (a, l). t~O + 
If l~ > 0 and 0 < t < l~ or l~ = 0 and 0 < t ~< a, then this claim also holds. Further, the convergence 
is uniform for (a, l) ~ F. 
3. ASYNCHRONOUS EXPONENTIAL GROWTH 
The goal of this section is to prove the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.1. The semigroup T(t), t >>.0, has the property of asynchronous 
exponential growth. 
Proof. It suffices to show points (1)-(3) of Proposition 1.1. Observe from Proposition 2.2. that 
for 2eC:  




~b (0, l) = 2 k (l, 1) e-a///(/, 0, T)q~ (0, [) dL (8) 
I 
Let Y be the Banach lattice {h: h is continuous from [11,/2] to • and h(lO = h(12)= 0}. For each 
2 e C define K~: Y ~ Y by 
(K~h)(l) = 2 k(l,f)e-~i//(f,O,f)h(f)df, heY,  ll<~l<~l~. (9) 
I 
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From equations (8) and (9) we see that 2 belongs to the point spectrum Pa(A) iff 
K~b(0,/) = ~b(0, l) with ~(0, l )e  Y÷-  {0}. K~ can also be thought of as an operator from the 
Banach lattice I ~ = L:(l~, 12) to Y~ I ~ and in this case it will be denoted by/~;. By system (4) Ka 
and/~ are compact operators and Pa (K;.) = Pa (/~a) V2 e C. By system (4) K~ and/~a re positive 
operators for 2 e ~. 
For 2 e ~ the spectral radii of K~ and/~ satisfy r(K~) = r (/(a) > 0. To see this claim observe that 
there exists a constant c > 0 such that for h ~ Y÷: 
(K~h)(l) dl = 2 e-X'Fl (l, O, Dh ('[) d[ >~ c h (D dL 
I J I I  I 




IK~I/> I[KTh IIy~c" h(l)dl/(12-l,). 
I 
r (Ka)= lira IK~I'/" >~ c. 
n~3c 
Since Ka and Ka are compact operators with positive spectral radius, the spectral radius must be 
a pole of the resolvent [16, p. 185]: 
The next claim is that for 2 z ~, K;is nonsupporting. By system (4) for each [~ (ll,/2) there exists 
q ([) > 0 such that k (l, D > 0 if I I - l I ~< q (D. Further, q (D can be taken as a continuous function 
of l. Let 7(/) = [+ q(D, [z(l~, 12). Let h z I7+ - {0}. By equation (9) there exists loz(ll, 12) such 
that (Kah )(lo) > 0. Then, (K~h )(l) > 0 for lo <. l <~ ? (lo), (K3h )(l) > 0 for lo <~ l <~ 72(lo) and so forth. 
The sequence {7"(/0)} increases to 12. If not, 
limy"(/0) -=[</2 and v(D=/ ,  
n~c(  
which means q(D = o. Then, for 6 > 0 there exists N such that for n >~ N, (KTh)(l)> 0 for 
10 ~< l ~</2 - 6, and similarly, (KTh)(l) > 0 for l~ + 6 ~< l ~< 10. Thus, if h* e Y*, there exists N such 
that for n >~ N, (h *, KTh > > 0, so that K~ is nonsupporting. By Proposition 1.2 for each 2 ~ R, r (/~;.) 
is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of/~;, and the corresponding unit eigenvector h~ satisfies 
<h*, ha> > 0 Vh* ~ Y+ - {0}. Also, r (/(~) is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of/£* and the dual 
unit eigenvector h* satisfies (h~', h> > 0 Vh e ]~+ - {0}. From equation (9) the formula fo r /~ is 
(K*h*)(D=2e-Z/FI([,O,[) k(l, Dh*(l)dl, 2eC,  h*e ~'. (10) 
dll 
The next claim is that there exists a unique 2o~ such that r(K~o)=r(~;~o)= 1. The 
argument is similar to one used by Heijmans [17, p. 52]. For 2 <kt set A(#,2)= 
<h*, (Ka -- Ku)h~)/<h~, ha>. Then, 
<K~ h~,ha> = A(#, 2). r(~;.)_ r(~.u)= <h*,K~ha>- ~* . 
<h~*, ha > 
Since A(p, 2) is continuous and positive, 2 ~ r (/~a) is continuous and strictly decreasing. Also, 
r (/~) ~ 0 as 2 ~ ~,  since there exists a constant c satisfying 
r (ga)= IlK~hxllr/]lhallr<<.c exp(-2/ )  di  
I 
Further, r (/~a) ~ ~ as 2 --* -~ ,  since there exists a constant c satisfying 
r (/~a) = ,2 (/~ha)(l) dl = 2 exp( -  2[)//([, 0, [)ha('[) d'[ >>. c exp( -  2/2). 
I 1 
Thus, there exists a unique 2o s N such that r (K~) = r (/(~o) = 1, and consequently, a unique 20 e N 
such that 2o e P~r (A). 
Let ,l s Pe(A), 2 # 20. Some ideas of Arino and Kimmel [181 and Heijmans [17] will be used 
to prove that Re2 <20. Observe that r(Ka)<~r(KR~a), since for h e Y such that IIh lit-- 1: 
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IIK~hlly=sup 2 k(l,f)e-~:lT([,O,f)h(f)d[ ~<sup 2 k(l,f)e-R°alT(£O,[)lh([)ld[ 
1 1 
= IIK~¢~Ih I lit ~ < ]KRe,~[r = r (KRe:.). 
Since 2 ~Pa(A), 1 ¢Pa(K~) by system (8), which implies r(K>.)t> 1. Thus, r(K:~)= 1 <~ r(K~)<~ 
r (KR¢ ~). By the monotonicity property established above it follows that Re 2 ~< 20. 
Assume now that Re 2 = 20. Since 1 ~ Pa(~;*) [16, p. 184] there must exist h* ¢ I 7 -{0} such 
that ~* * = K~ h~ h*. Observe from equation (10) that for [~ [lt, 1:]: 
)h*([)[ = [ (/~*h*)(/)l ~< 2 exp( -20 i )H  (l', O, [) k(l, [)lh*(l)[ dl = (K~Ih*I)(D. ~* (11) 
1 
/~*n  * This fact, together with the positivity o f /~ ,  implies that the sequence { ~0 I h>. I} is nondecreasing. 
From equations (4) and (10) h*(D > 0 Vl~ [l~, l~]. Since h*0 is continuous, there exists a constant 
c > 0 such that K.*~o .., ~<h .* ch~ 0. Thus, the sequence {/~*"~0 I h~l}* is bounded above by ch* o. By the 
monotone convergence theorem [19, p. 84] and uniform boundedness this sequence converges in 
17 to a fixed point of/~0" Since 1 is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of/~-* [16, p. 184], 
for some positive constant 7. 
The next claim is that [h*l =The*. Assume that Ih*d)[ > 7h~0([) for some [~[1t,12]. From 
equation (1 1) we obtain that 
/im ( /~  0 [h' l )( /)  > 7h*([), 
which is a contradiction. Assume that [h*[ ~ vh* 0 and [h*([)[ = 7h*0(/) for some [~ [It, 12]. Since 
Ih~'[ ~<Th~ o, equation (10) yields 
k(l, [)h~(l) dl = • k(l, [)h*o(l ) d l> k(l, [)lh~(l)l dl 
I I I 
which is a contradiction. Assume that Ih*l < vh~ o. Then, there exists 5 > 1 such that 6 Ih~l ~< Vh~o- 
Consequently, 
7 h*o ~> lim/~" 6 [ h ~ [ = 6yh ~0, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, I h* I h* = 7 ~o' From equation (10) one obtains that for each [~ [It, 12], 
k(l, [)h*(l) dl = ~, k(l, :)h*o(l ) d l= k(l, f)lh~'(l)l dl. 
I 1 1 
Then, for each [~ lit,/2] there exists c(D E c such that k(l, Dh*(l) = c(Dk(l, DIh*(l)l Vl ~ [It, 12]. 
Since k (1, D > 0 for l e [It, 12] and I h* (/)1 = 7h*o ([) > 0 for [ ~ [lt, lz] there must exist a constant c ~ C 
such that h*=clh* l .  Consequently, h*=cTh~. From equation (10) again one obtains 
exp(-21")=exp(-201)cy V[~[lt,12]. Hence, Im2 =0 and it has been proved that Re2 <20 
V2 e Pa(A), 2 # 20. Further, a (A)= Pa(A), since o91(A)= -oo  by point (3) of Proposition 2.1 
(see Ref. [13], Propositions 4.11 and 4.13). Thus, ogt(A)< 20 and a0(A)= {20}. 
It remains to show that 20 is a simple pole of A. Assume there exists ~b ~X such that 
(201 - A)2q~ = 0, but (201 - A)q~ = ~k ~ 0. From system (8) if(a, l) = exp(-20a)l I(a, O, l)hzo(l) 
and 4) (a, l) = exp( -  2oa)/-/(a, 0, l)q5 (0, l) + a exp( -  20a)H (a, O, l)h>~(l). Then, 
4~(0,/) = 2 k(l,[)O([,Dd[=K~oq~(O,l)+j(l), 
d l l  
where 
j ( / )  = 2 k(l,[)[exp(-2o[)H([,O,[)h~o(i)d~ j ~ 17+ - {0}. 
I 
h* Consequently, ( >.0, 4~(0, ")) = (h* o,/~';o~b (0, .)) + (h* , j )  = (h*, c~(O, .)) + (h~o,j), which is a 
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contradiction to the strict positivity of h~. Thus, 20 is a simple pole of (21 - A) t (see Ref. [13], 
Proposition 4.8). 
4. REMARKS 
In conclusion we make the following remarks. 
Remark 4. I 
In Proposition 3.1 the eigenspace of the eigenvalue 20 of A is one-dimensional. This claim follows 
from system (8) and the fact that 1 is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of K~ 0. Thus, 20 is an 
algebraically simple eigenvalue of A. 
Remark 4.2 
If k(/, l) = 6(l  - D in equation (2), then the birth process is n(0,/, t) = 2n(l, l, t). This is the case 
of perfect inheritance of cycle length and asynchronous exponential growth does not occur. 
Although the hypothesis (4) does not hold for this case, points (1) and (2) of Propositions 2.1 and 
2.2 can be proved. To establish that there is no asynchronous exponential growth it suffices to show 
that point (2) of Proposition 1.1 cannot be satisified. Let qJ • X and 2 • C. Then, (21 - A)t~ = ~O 
iff V l•  [ll,/2]: 
[ ;0 ] c~(a, l)=e-~al- I (a,O, l)  4~(0,/)+ e-~bFI(b,O,b)O(b, l )db , O<~a <~l, (12) 
and 
[ ;0 4)(O, l )=2e-aF I ( l ,O , l )  q~(0,/)+ e-~I I (b ,O ,b)O(b , l )db  . (13) 
If l ¢2e-Xt I I ( l ,O , l )  for any l•[ll,12], then equation (13) can be solved for 4~(0,1). The 
formula (12) then yields the solution of (2 l -A)q~ =0 and 2 belongs to the resolvent set 
o(A) .  If 1= 2 e-XtH(l, 0, l) for some l •[l,,/2], then equation (13) implies that 0(b, l )=0 for 
O~b<~l  and 2¢p(A) .  Consequently, 2•p(A)  iff l ¢2e-~I I ( l ,O , l )  for any /•[ l l ,  h]. If 
2 • a(A) ,  then 1 = 2 e vi i ( l ,  O, l) for some l • [l~,/2]. Furthermore, for this value of l define 
2, = ln(2FI(l, O, l))/l + in~/l, where n is an even integer. Then, 1 = 2 exp( -2 , l ) I I ( l ,  O, l) and 
2,•  or(A). Thus, ao(A) cannot be a single real value. 
Remark 4.3 
The methods used to analyze the solutions of equations (1)-(3) apply to other models of 
structured populations with inherited properties. A result is stated below for the following 
age-structured population model with the inherited property p: 
n,(a, p, t) + na(a, p, t) = -- [fl (a, p) + # (a, p)ln (a, p, t), (14) 
n(O,p, t) = k(p , l~)~(a,~)n(a ,~,  t)d/~ da (15) 
1 
and 
n(a, p, O) = ~o(a, p). (16) 
Let 
F - {(a,p): 0 ~< a < o% 0 ~Pl ~<P ~<P2 < oo} 
and let 
x = • c ( r )nL ' ( r ) :  lim ~b (a,p) = 0 
l a~oo 
for p • [P l, P2], ~b (a, P l) = q~ (a, P2) = 0 for a • [0, 00), and 
fo ;; } ~(O,p) = k (p ,~) f l (a ,~)c~(a ,~)~(a ,~)d~ da . I 
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The hypothes is  is as fol lows: 
k is cont inuous  f rom [Pl,P2] × [Pl,P2] to [0, ce), k(p l , l J  ) = k(p2 ,p )  = 0 V/~ E [Pl,P2], 
k(/~,/~) > 0 V/~ ~ (P l ,P2)  and 
fp ' 2k (p , , f )dp  = 1 e [P~,P2]; (17) 1 
/a and fl are cont inuous  and bounded f rom F to [0, ~) ,  there exists a constant  ~u > 0 
such that /~(a ,  p)~>/ J  V(a, p )~ F, and there exists )v > - /~  such that 
fo ~e-~f l (a , ,h )F I  (a, O, fi) da > ~ [P~,P2]. (18) lV/) 
Under  these hypotheses  the semigroup  of  operators  associated with the solut ions o f  equat ions  
(14)-(16) has asynchronous  exponent ia l  growth.  
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